
THE CHANGE MASTERS

IMPLEMENTING CHANGE  
MASTERCLASSES



ABOUT US
Change Management Masterclasses

Building capability across your organisations is key to
sustainable change. Enabling your managers to deliver
change competently and effectively. We can help you to
build the framework and start the implementation.

We support our clients to deliver and/or develop
practical cost effective engagement and
implementation strategies that attract, engage and
deliver transformational change, enabling true benefit
realisation for your organisation to flourish.

There is a story in every project we deliver. A personality
ingrained by those who design and deliver it. No matter
what our clients' change challenge, we will offer the
people, the smarts, the desire and dedication to get the
job done right.

PCC ARE HERE TO HELP YOU

PCC can provide you with a 

bench of support to fill both 

capability gaps and build 

capability.

As you seek to embed new 

ways working, we seek to 

provide a light touch 

support model

We offer group and 121 

master classes



INTRODUCING CHANGE
MASTER CLASS 

ABOUT
The primary aim of this masterclass is to encourage participants to 
think about how they would introduce and communicate the need for 
change, and how they would manage the process of change, rather 
than to think, in detail, about what changes need to be made 

AIM
• To encourage participants to think about how they would introduce a change programme.
• To consider the importance of establishing a sense that change is essential and urgent.
• To encourage participants to think about how they'll sustain change.
• To recognise the impact of imposed change on people.
• To remind participants how easy it is for progress to be lost and for things to slip back to the way they were before.

180 MINS
DURATION

This masterclass is suitable for use with groups of up to 15 participants.
GROUP SIZE

Managers, Project and Change Managers 
WHO SHOULD ATTEND



• To agree what success looks like for everyone.
• To establish effective working relationships within groups or teams.
• To create a vision statement for the team.

CREATING A SHARED VISION
MASTERCLASS 

ABOUT
This masterclass is designed to discuss what success is and how, as a 

group, you can implement these things into your business

WHEN
This masterclass is to be done after  the 
initial meeting on how to communicate 
with your peers and when you want to 

discuss how to move towards 
successfully

This masterclass is suitable for use with 
groups of up to 15 participants

GROUP SIZE

Managers, Project and Change 
Managers 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

AIM

180 MINS
DURATION



DESCRIBING OUR
MASTERCLASS 

ABOUT
This masterclass is designed to provoke 

discussion around existing organisational 
culture, or to be used as an icebreaker for 

leadership programmes that contain a 
session on organisation or team culture.
This activity will encourage contribution 

and engagement from staff at all levels 
about current and future culture and is 

equally suitable for senior managers and 
board directors

GROUP SIZE
This masterclass can be used with 
groups of up to 15 participants 180 MINS

DURATION

ORGANISATION’S CULTURE 

WHEN
This activity is also suitable to be run as an 

internal facilitated session for organisations 
that are considering or are in the process of 

a culture change. 

• To understand what culture is and why it is important.
• To encourage participants to actively consider and discuss the culture of their own organisation.
• To elicit and compare the different perspectives that will exist about the organisation’s existing culture.
• To consider the appropriateness of the organisation’s current culture to drive future business success 

(optional – for culture change workshops).

AIM



180 MINS
DURATION

WHEN
This activity is best used when 

needing to work on 
communication with your team. 

ABOUT
As well as useful in programmes 

concerned with change, this 
masterclass can also be used as 

a general communication 
masterclass, or in training 

concerned with virtual teams 
and internal customer care

MANAGING CHANGE
MASTERCLASS 

THE LEGO CHALLENGE

• To create a situation where participants have to manage change 
driven by one department, affecting the work of another.

• To identify some key learning points about managing change.
• To test information gathering and sharing skills.
• To demonstrate the importance of effective questioning, 

summary and clarification and active listening.
• To consider the pros and cons of different leadership styles.

AIM

This masterclass is suitable for use with groups of up to 15 
participants.

GROUP SIZE

Staff at all levels.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND



STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT 
MASTERCLASS 

ABOUT
Use this as a catalyst for discussing how the 

organisation is currently viewed by its internal 
and external stakeholders, and how participants 

would like it to be viewed in the future

DURATION
This  masterclass will take about 120 

MINUTES to complete
• To enable participants to consider how customers and staff view their organisation.
• To identify cultural/image strengths and weaknesses within the organisation.
• To generate discussion about how cultural/image strengths can be maintained, and how 

weaknesses might be overcome.

AIM

Fairly adaptable but we would recommend use with 
groups of less than 15 participants, working in two teams.

GROUP SIZE WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Staff at all levels



Aims:
• To build an understanding of the key steps in strategic planning.
• To encourage participants to analyse financial and other data using a SWOT analysis.
• To encourage participants to think about where they are now, before moving on in the 

next masterclass to consider where they want to be.

PART 1 – WHERE ARE WE NOW? Time: 120 minutes

Aims:
• To give participants the opportunity to identify and explore options and appraise these.
• For participants to create a 3-5 year outline strategic plan based on the fictional case 

study they’ve been given.

PART 2 – WHERE DO WE  NEED TO GO Time: 180 minutes

Aims:
• To encourage participants to develop a strategy from the options generated in previous sessions.
• To encourage participants to prepare and give a persuasive presentation outlining their strategy and the work they have done.
• To reflect on the learning from the series of masterclasses.

PART 3 – HOW WILL WE GET THERE Time: 240 minutes

BRINGING THE SHARED
CHANGE PURPOSE TO LIFE

MASTERCLASS 



IMPLEMENTING SOLUTIONS 
ABOUT

This masterclass is about the implementation of seemingly minor changes – a new process or 
procedure, a solution to a problem etc. It provides an overview of what needs to be 

considered before implementing any minor change 

WHEN
This masterclass is best attended when there aren’t big changes 

that need to be made. This is to take a look at the little, extra steps 
that will take your business to success

120 MINS
DURATION

AIMS
To examine the steps towards successful 

implementation of change

GROUP SIZE
This masterclass can be used with groups of up to 15 

participants

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Staff at all levels

MASTERCLASS 



120 MINS
DURATION

PLANNING AND PREPARING 
ABOUT

This master class is about planning the implementation of seemingly minor 
changes – a new process or procedure, a solution to a problem etc.

MANAGERS FOR CHANGE

• To identify the questions that need to be asked in advance of implementing any change.
• To create a ‘bench’ of pre-defined questions to use when planning.
• To consider what needs to be communicated when change is initiated.
• To explore the need to convince those affected by change of the need for change and its urgency.
• To consider methods that can be used to achieve buy-in to change programmes.

AIM

WHEN
Once you’ve looked at what needs to be done it’s now time to implement 

that into your business/group

GROUP SIZE
This masterclass is suitable for use with groups of 

up to 12 participants

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
Team leaders and junior managers

MASTERCLASS 



*

120 MIN WORKSHOPS

1200
Pre-workshop 30 min planning 
call

Masterclass workbooks

Up to 12 Participants

Follow up observation email

15 min Hot seat Call

180 MIN WORKSHOP

1800 £

240 MIN WORKSHOP

2500 £

SO WHAT'S THE MASTERCLASS INVESTMENT

Pre-workshop 30 min planning 
call

Masterclass workbook

Up to 12 Participants

Follow up observation email

15 min Hot seat Call

Pre-workshop 30 min planning 
call

Masterclass workbooks & 
Stationary

Up to 12 Participants

Post – Workshop 30 min Debrief

15 min Hot seat Call

£



GET IN TOUCH
info@premierchange.com

+44 (0)1442828806

PremierChange

www.premierchange.co.uk


